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This is Nikolaus - 11 year old Clydesdale X with
bad sweet itch [summer itching].
His mane is a little rubbed off (he has a couple of
small sores in there) and there are bad days when
he will roll a lot because he's itchy.
But we tried EVERY rug and veterinary treatment
(injections, lotions, creams, powders, capsules...)
[multiple options] available and NOTHING helped.
He'd just ruin the rugs in a few days and then
have... the midges/flies in there with him!
With the Ruggle-it oil/shampoo we are managing
his sweet itch [summer itching] quite well.
Another major change was to leave his coat alone and not rug - not EVER. He lives out
24/7/365 in all weathers (ok - when there's a bad storm he comes in to avoid injury). The
vitamin D levels must be helping too.
He gets plain feed as he's a good doer and allergic to so many things that hay and a mixture of
dried grass, brewers yeast and linseed are about all I can give him.
We love RUGGLE-IT! The products and the advice on 'horse care for difficult cases' are
amazing.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Many thanks to Mrs Bowditch (and Nikolaus) for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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